Get real-time results with Ergotron
multi-monitor solutions
Increase productivity and comfort
with multi-screen implementation
Getting more done has never been easier—or more
comfortable. Dare to dual with an Ergotron productivityenhancing multi-monitor desk stand. See how quickly it
pays for itself, and more! Our human-centered product
designs promote ergonomic comfort. Toggling back
and forth between documents is reduced or eliminated,
decreasing the time it takes to complete each task.
Ergotron solutions promote healthy computing
environments—further complementing workflow
efficiency.

Neo-Flex® LCD & Laptop Stand
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Time is money! Spending a lot of time comparing data and toggling between applications? Minimizing, maximizing, resizing and moving between windows?
If the answer to any of these questions is “yes,” it’s time for a multi-monitor solution. Take the challenge at dare2dual.ergotron.com
Number of
professionals
employed

Average salary
of computer user

Work days per year

Cost of second
monitor

MSRP Neo-Flex
Combo Lift Stand

Productivity gain
by leveraging dual
screen computing**

Payback in number
of days

Total number of
incremental days
gained per year

Productivity gain all
employees

100

£26,800

225

£107

£116

10%

18

2,250

£247,674

** Conservative estimate. Most studies show a 20–30% increase

Multi-monitor outperforms single monitor*
Productivity benefits
33% fewer errors
18% faster in errorless editing of multiple tasks
16% faster edits throughout the task
10% more errorless edits generated
6% quicker access to tasks (opening, sizing, aligning windows, etc.)
Usability benefits
45% easier task tracking (finding windows, referencing text, etc.)
38% easier to move sources of information around
32% faster to perform tasks
29% more effective for tasks
24% more comfortable to use in tasks
19% easier to recover from mistakes
17% easier to learn how to accomplish the task
*NEC Display Solutions, University of Utah and ATI Technologies, Productivity and
Multi-Screen Displays, October 2003

Experience true computing comfort and productivity with our multi-monitor
mounting and mobility products

Top multi-monitor products
Desk Mounts

LX Triple/Widescreen Dual Display
Lift Stand

LX Dual Side-by-Side Arm

33-296-195 black

Carts
Neo-Flex WideView WorkSpace

45-248-026 polished
aluminum

24-194-055 two-tone grey
Camera Shelf Kit
97-500-055

LX Dual Display Lift Stand

LX Dual Stacking Arm

33-299-195 black
45-248-026 polished
aluminum
Keyboard and mouse not
included

Workstations
WorkFit-C
Dual LCD
24-196-055 two-tone grey
LCD & Laptop
24-195-055 two-tone grey

DS100 Desk Stands black
33-322-200 Dual horizontal
33-091-200 Dual vertical
33-323-200 Triple
33-324-200 Quad
33-325-200 Quad horizontal

Neo-Flex LCD & Laptop Stand
33-331-085 black
Keyboard and mouse
not included

Wall Mounts
Neo-Flex Dual Monitor Wall Mount

Neo-Flex Dual Display Lift Stand

28-514-800 grey & black
Dual LCD Pivots,
26 wall track
28-513-100 grey
Slide-out keyboard tray,
10 wall track, wrist rest,
mouse pad, mouse holder

33-330-085 black

http://computingcomfort.org

Resources for health and wellness in the
modern workplace:
• Top 10 tips and The Ergonomic Equation
• Workspace Planner tool
• Payback Calculator for an ergonomic workspace
• Comfortable computing white papers
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WorkFit-S
Dual LCD
33-341-200 black & polished
aluminum
LCD & Laptop
33-340-200 black & polished
aluminum

